Accessibility Maps
Concourse Level

- Adult changing table in the universal restroom on the left
- Self-service accessible food service kiosk
- Adult changing table in the universal restroom on the left
- Self-service accessible food service kiosk

**Quiet Zone:** Attached to Public Safety

**Kiosk:** Wheelchairs, ECVs and strollers for rent, Museum For All ticketing, direct families to Quiet Zones, hand out amenities (ex. weighted blanket) and point out other building other amenities

**Noise reducing earmuffs and fidgets are available at every ticket taking kiosk**

**Quiet Zone:** Attached to Public Safety

- Express elevator (C & LL access only)
- East elevator (C, MA, MB, LL access)
- Cincinnati History Museum elevator
- Cincinnati History Museum
Mezzanine Level

Adult changing table in the universal restroom

Quiet Zone

MA elevator stop: Ruthven Gallery, Mallory Gallery and classroom access

MB elevator stop: Fountain Gallery and STEM Classroom access

Museum of Natural History & Science elevator (only Mezz and LL levels)
Adult changing table in the universal restroom surrounded by the brick wall

Quiet Zone/Parent Resource Room

CPR Kisok

Cincinnati History Museum elevator

Museum of Natural History & Science elevator (only Mezz and LL levels)

Noise reducing earmuffs and fidgets are available at every ticket taking kiosk

Quiet Zone

Lower Level
Sensory Maps
Concourse Level

Quiet Zone:
- Attached to Public Safety

Symbols:
- = Quieter
- = Moderately loud
- = Extremely loud & crowded
- = Depends on program/exhibit
- = Natural lighting
- = Low/dark lighting
- = Fluorescent lighting
- = Uneven flooring
- = Narrow pathway
Thank you

cincymuseum.org/accessibility
accessibility@cincymuseum.org